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Note: When city water is connected you Note: When city water is connected you Note: When city water is connected you Note: When city water is connected you CANNOTCANNOTCANNOTCANNOT use tank water.  use tank water.  use tank water.  use tank water. 
You will hear the tank pump runningYou will hear the tank pump runningYou will hear the tank pump runningYou will hear the tank pump running,,,,    butbutbutbut the pressure from the city  the pressure from the city  the pressure from the city  the pressure from the city 
water will hold the check valve closed, this does not harm the pump.water will hold the check valve closed, this does not harm the pump.water will hold the check valve closed, this does not harm the pump.water will hold the check valve closed, this does not harm the pump.    
 
- Cut the clear water line from the on-board tank, beneath the sink and 
install the fitting in-line (the arrow printed on the side of the fitting points 
TOWARD the faucet).  
 
- The gray, city water line then threads onto the brass fitting. Test for 
leaks at all connections. 
 
- The fitting can be left hanging free or fastened to the wall with a clamp, 
as in the photo. Be sure to position the fitting so it does not interfere with 
the operation of the drawer or other accessories. 

SHURFLOSHURFLOSHURFLOSHURFLO----CHECKCHECKCHECKCHECK----TTTT    
City Water Adaptor for Shurflo 

Faucet in Vanagon Camper 
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